High-fidelity numerical simulations have been performed to study the formation and fragmentation of liquid sheets formed by two impinging jets using an improved volume-of-fluid (VOF) method
INTRODUCTION
Collision between two cylindrical liquid jets is one of the canonical configurations for atomizers used in many propulsion, energy-conversion, material processing, and chemical engineering systems (Lefebvre, 1989; Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993; Bush and Hasha, 2004; Sutton and Biblarz, 2011) . For example, the main propulsion workhorse in the Apollo lunar-landing project (the F-1 engine) employed impinging jet injectors in both the main combustion chamber and the gas generator (Oefelin and Yang, 1993) . Impingement of liquid jets is a very efficient method for atomization and mixing, where the dynamic head of the liquid jet is used to destabilize the opposing stream, typically within a short distance from injection. The resultant sheet destabilizes, breaks, and disintegrates into a spray of droplets under the influence of surface-tension, viscous, inertial, and aerodynamic forces. The process eventually leads to fragmentation of the injected liquid into ligaments and droplets (Yang and Anderson, 1995) . A rich variety of flow structures, ranging from single oscillating jets at low flow rates to violent disintegration of flapping sheets at higher flow rates, have been observed, depending on the Weber and Reynolds numbers of the jets.
Many experimental and theoretical studies have been performed to explore the underlying mechanisms of impinging jet atomization. Taylor (1960) investigated the formation, breakup, and disintegration of flat sheets by collision of two identical coaxial water jets. Dombrowski and Hooper (1963) conducted extensive experiments to identify the attributes dictating the breakup of high-velocity liquid sheets. Huang (1970) examined the breakup of axisymmetric liquid sheets and analyzed the speeds of asymmetric waves propagating on the sheets. Lin (2003) provided a detailed theoretical review on liquid sheet instability, and introduced the concept of absolute instability for sheet breakup. Heidmann et al. (1957) , Bush and Hasha (2004) , and Jung et al. (2010) studied various impinging jet flow patterns over a wide range of the Reynolds and Weber numbers. In addition, measurements have been made of sheet thickness (Taylor, 1960; Shen and Poulikakos, 1998) , geometry (Taylor, 1960; Ibrahim and Przekwas, 1991; Bremond and Villermaux, 2006; Li and Ashgriz, 2006) , and velocity (Choo and Kang, 2003; Li and Ashgriz, 2006; Choo and Kang, 2007) , as well as the size distribution of droplets shed from the rim of the liquid sheet (Kang et al., 1995; Bremond and Villermaux, 2006) . Several analytical studies were also performed to determine the characteristics of the sheet (Hasson and Peck, 1964; Ibrahim and Przekwas, 1991; Bremond and Villermaux, 2006) and resultant droplets (Bush and Hasha, 2004) .
Because of the complexity of such multiscale two-phase flow phenomena, limited literature exists on numerical simulations addressing impinging jet dynamics. Inoue et al. (2008) used the CIP-LSM (CIP-based level-set and MARS) method to simulate the atomization of impinging jets on fixed meshes. The nozzle diameter was resolved by 10 grid points. Flapping liquid sheets were observed, but the grid was too coarse to accurately resolve the ligaments and droplets produced during the fragmentation process. Inoue et al. (2009) simulated the atomization process using a polar coordinate system with the origin placed at the center of the two nozzles. The nozzle diameter was resolved by 40 grid points. The grid size, however, increased dramatically in the downstream region. The effect of the injection velocity profile on the liquid sheet pattern was investigated, but no information was reported about ligament and droplet characteristics. Arienti et al. (2013) studied impinging jet atomization using a combined level-set and volumeof-fluid (CLSVOF) formulation (Sussman et al., 2007) , coupled with Lagrangian spray tracking on a dynamically adaptive, block-structured grid. In their simulations, the cells crossed by the liquid-gas interface were tagged for refinement. Small liquid structures formed during atomization were removed from the Eulerian grid, transformed into Lagrangian particles, and advected downstream as nondeformable spheres. Converged results on droplet size distribution were obtained from simulations with different spatial resolutions.
It is clear from this brief literature survey that there is a need to develop an efficient, high-fidelity methodology which can be used to investigate the physics governing impinging jet dynamics over a wide range of Reynolds and Weber numbers. An improved volume-of-fluid (VOF) method, augmented with several adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) techniques, is developed and implemented to investigate the dynamics of the liquid sheet formed by impingement of two identical jets. In addition, an efficient topology-oriented (TO) strategy was established to optimize the performance and accuracy of the AMR algorithm. Fine structures are captured based on their characteristic length scales. Various atomization patterns, from stable to highly unstable modes, are obtained using this methodology with high fidelity. The mechanisms of impact waves are also revealed and mapped with corresponding theories. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a systematic numerical study has been performed to obtain all the patterns formed by the impingement of two identical liquid jets. More detailed analyses are underway to provide a physical understanding of the instabilities occurring in the liquid sheet and rim formed by the impinging jets. The proposed direct numerical simulation methodology can be applied in the design of impinging jet injectors.
In the following section, the theoretical formulation and numerical framework are summarized. Flow structures of interest are introduced next. This is followed by gridindependence studies on two benchmark problems for low-and high-velocity impinging jets. Finally, the detailed flow physics of jet impingement and ensuing sheet formation and atomization are examined systematically under a wide range of operating conditions.
THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL FRAMEWORK
The formulation is based on three-dimensional conservation equations for an incompressible, variable-density flow with surface tension. They can be written in the following vector form:
where u = (u, v, w) is the velocity vector, ρ (x, t) the fluid density, µ (x, t) the dynamic viscosity, and D the deformation tensor defined as
The Dirac delta function δ s expresses the fact that the surface-tension coefficient σ is concentrated on the interface. The radius of curvature of the interface is denoted by κ, and n is the unit outward vector normal to the interface. A VOF function c (x, t) is introduced to trace the multifluid interface. It is defined as the volume fraction of a given fluid in each cell of the computational mesh. The density and viscosity can thus be written as
with ρ 1 , ρ 2 and µ 1 , µ 2 the densities and viscosities of the first and second fluids, respectively. The field variablec is either identical to c or is constructed by applying a smoothing spatial filter to c. For a high density ratio, the liquid-gas system property change across the interface can lead to strong shear at the interface and cause numerical stability issues. Improved results can be obtained if a smooth field is used to define the density and viscosity. When spatial filtering is implemented, the fieldc is constructed by averaging the eight (in 3D simulations) cell-corner values of c obtained by bilinear interpolation from the cell-centered values. The properties associated with the interface are subsequently "smeared" over three discretization cells (Popinet, 2003 (Popinet, , 2009 ). According to mass continuity, the advection equation for the density takes the following form in terms of the volume fraction:
A staggered temporal discretization of the volume fraction/density and pressure leads to a scheme which is second-order accurate in time (Popinet, 2009) . A classical timesplitting projection method (Chorin, 1969 ) is used, which requires the solution of a Poisson equation. It is well established that standard multigrid schemes exhibit slow convergence for elliptic equations with discontinuous coefficients and stiff source terms, especially for flows with large density ratios. In order to improve numerical efficiency and robustness, the discretized momentum equation is reorganized to a Helmholtz-type equation that can be solved by means of an improved multilevel Poisson solver (Popinet, 2009 ). The resulting Crank-Nicholson discretization of the viscous terms is secondorder accurate and unconditionally stable for a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number smaller than unity. Spatial discretization is achieved using a graded Octree partitioning in three dimensions. All the variables are collocated at the center of each discretized cubic volume. Consistent with the finite-volume formulation, variables are interpreted as volumeaveraged values for each cell. The choice of a collocated definition of all variables simplifies the enforcement of the momentum conservation when dealing with mesh adaptation (Popinet, 2003) .
To solve the advection equation for the volume fraction, Popinet (2009) uses a piecewise-linear geometrical VOF scheme generalized for the Quad/Octree spatial dis-cretization. The interface is represented in each cell by a line (respective plane in three dimensions) described by the equation m · x = α, where m is the local normal to the interface and x is the position vector. For given m and the local volume fraction c, α is uniquely determined by requiring that the volume of fluid contained in the cell and lying below the plane is equal to c. This volume can be computed relatively easily by taking into account the different ways in which a square (resp. cubic) cell can be cut by a line (resp. plane) that leads to matched linear and quadratic (resp. cubic) functions of α.
An accurate estimation of the surface-tension term in the discretized momentum equation represents one of the most difficult aspects of the application of VOF methods to surface-tension-driven flows (Popinet, 2009 ). The original continuum-surface-force (CSF) approach (Brackbill et al., 1992 ) is known to suffer from problematic parasitic currents when applied to the case of a stationary droplet in theoretical equilibrium (Popinet and Zaleski, 1999) . Similar difficulties are experienced with other methods based on phase-field descriptions of the interface, including level sets and front tracking with distributed surface tension. Popinet (2009) showed that the combination of a balanced-force surface-tension discretization and a height-function curvature estimation is sufficient to circumvent the problem of parasitic currents, provided that the initial nonequilibrium interface allows enough time to relax to its equilibrium shape. Such relaxation typically occurs on a timescale comparable to the characteristic time of viscous dissipation, as expected from physical considerations. Using the above approach, simulation of stationary droplets in theoretical equilibrium shows a second-order convergence rate.
It is relatively straightforward to extend the height-function technique to an Octree spatial discretization, but the results may become inconsistent when the radius of curvature of the interface is less than approximately five times the grid spacing. In these cases, the parabolic fitting technique is used. The transition between the two curvature estimation techniques has been shown to be consistent with overall second-order accuracy.
The entire scheme allows for a spatially and temporally varying resolution. To facilitate numerical implementation, the size of neighboring cells cannot vary by more than a factor of 2 (commonly referred to as restricted Octree). While this may limit the efficiency of adaptation for three-dimensional problems that have a fractal dimension close to two, it should not be an issue for most complex fluid dynamics problems. In contrast to many previous implementations of mesh adaptation for interfacial flows with Eulerian discretization, the present method is not limited to constant resolution along the interface. The efficiency of mesh adaptation can be substantially enhanced, particularly when dealing with reconnections and breakup of interfaces. One of the advantages of the Octree discretization is that mesh refinement or coarsening can be conducted economically at every time-step with minimal impact on the overall performance. Interpolation of quantities on newly refined or coarsened cells is also relatively simple without jeopardizing the conservation properties of momentum and volume fraction (Popinet, 2003 ). The refinement level of the root cell is set to be zero. The level of its children cells is 1 and so on recursively. A cell of level n has a resolution of 2 n in each coordinate.
For this study we used these schemes as implemented in the free software code Gerris (http://gfs.sf.net/). Figure 1 shows the flow configuration of concern. Two identical liquid jets impinge against each other, and a thin sheet forms around the intersection of the two jets. The injected liquid is a glycerin-water solution and the ambient gas is air at 1 atm pressure and 298 K temperature. The angle between the jet centerlines 2α is referred to as the impingement angle. The jet dynamics and subsequent atomization can be characterized by two nondimensional parameters: the Weber and Reynolds numbers. They are defined, respectively, as We = ρu 2 j D/σ and Re = ρu j D/µ, where ρ is the liquid density, D the jet diameter, u j the mean jet velocity, σ the surface tension, and µ the viscosity of the liquid. The size of the computational domain is set to be 50D × 30D × 10D, to eliminate the effect of domain boundaries. The standard outflow condition is set to the domain boundaries. The velocity profiles of the liquid jets are set to be parabolic when Re ≤ 4000 and 1/7 power law when Re > 4000. The present analysis employs an AMR technique with multiple-level resolutions. Several refinement criteria are used concurrently, depending on the physical conditions encountered, to ensure numerical accuracy and robustness. These include gradient-based, value-based, curvature-based, and topology-oriented refinements. The gradient-based criterion guarantees adequate grid refinement on the interface, where VOF has steep gradients, and avoids unnecessary refinement in regions with smooth flow. A fine mesh is required to prevent excessive dissipation of the kinetic energy due to numerical viscosity in situations where it becomes comparable to surface energy. The interior of a specific phase can be refined according to the local VOF value. In the simulation of atomization, the length scale changes dramatically across the computational domain. Fine grids are needed in regions with small length scales in order to resolve topology changes. It is expensive to refine all the interface grids based on the minimum dimension of the liquid. The curvature of the interface can be used to perform curvature-based refinement to resolve the fine regions (Popinet, 2009 ). In present paper, when curvature-based refinement is used, the condition ∆xκ max is verified within any cell that contains the interface. Here ∆x is cell size and κ max the maximum curvature of the interface in the cell. Since the thickness of a thin region is difficult or expensive to obtain a priori, a novel refinement method based on digital topologic theories (Tchon et al., 2005) has been established and implemented to ensure an appropriate number of grid points in the liquid thickness. Figure 2 shows two examples of adapted interfacial grids with the application of all the aforementioned refinement criteria. For both cases, the jet diameter D is 400 µm, and the impingement angle 2α is 60 • . Figure 2 (a) presents the simulation results for a lowflow-rate case. The jet velocity u j is 4.0 m/s. The corresponding Weber and Reynolds numbers are 89.5 and 222.5, respectively. The regions in need of higher refinement include (1) the adjoining area of the liquid rim, (2) the region where the liquid sheet becomes thinner than the remaining area, (3) the rear location where the liquid rim has a small diameter, and (4) the impact zone where the curvature is high. The refinements are achieved according to the geometric characteristics of the rim and sheet formed by impinging jets. Figure 2(b) shows the situation at a higher-flow-rate condition. The jet velocity u j is 7.9 m/s. The corresponding Weber and Reynolds numbers are 89.5 and 222.5, respectively.
FLOW CONFIGURATION

GRID REFINEMENT STUDY
Low-Speed Jets and Stable Sheets
Low-velocity impinging jets are first considered as a benchmark case exhibiting stable liquid sheets, simulating the experiment of Bremond and Villermaux (2006) , and shown in Fig. 3 . The liquid is a glycerin-water solution, the jet diameter and velocity are 400 µm and 3.3 m/s, respectively, and the impingement angle is 89 • . The corresponding Reynolds and Weber numbers are 40.4 and 58.8, respectively. A stable sheet forms under equilibrium among surface tension, centrifugal force, and inertia on the edges of the sheet. Since the stable shape shows a Weber number similarity (Taylor, 1959; Huang, 1970; Clanet and Villermaux, 2002) , the experimental data normalized by DWe for the same impingement angle (Bremond and Villermaux, 2006) can be used to validate the simulation results. For impinging jets, the flow around the sheet is uneven. The mass flux is highest in the forward flow direction and smallest in the reverse flow direction. A simple expression for the thickness distribution in undistorted liquid sheets formed by impinging jets was obtained by Hasson and Peck (1964) and is given by
where h is the sheet thickness, r the radial distance, R the jet radius, α the impingement half-angle, and θ the angular position, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . For the forward flow direction at θ = 180 • , the thickness parameter hr/R 2 reaches its maximum for a specific impingement angle. For 2α = 89 • , the maximum value of hr/R 2 is 4.30. It is reasonable to assume that at the location where the grid refinement cannot resolve the liquid sheet, the sheet thickness is equal to the minimum grid size. Then the refinement requirement for resolving the sheet can be expressed as ∆x/R = 4.30/(r/R). The nondimensional expression is ∆x = 4.30/r. In the present configuration, the grid levels of 7, 8, and 9 are sufficient to resolve the sheet evolution upstream at radial distances of 16.51R, 33.02R, and 66.05R, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3 . Table 1 lists the minimum grid sizes for the four different refinement levels. According to the measurement of Bremond and Viller- In the four cases considered in the present grid-independence study, only gradientbased and value-based refinement criteria are used. The basic grid level is 5, and the gas phase is resolved with this refinement level. The interfacial resolution is set to be one level higher than that in the liquid phase. Since the flow field is only refined locally using AMR, both computational memory and time are substantially reduced as compared to uniform meshes at the same level of resolution. For example, with the maximum refinement level of 9, only 1,077,182 cells are used, while a total of (2 9 ) 3 = 134,217,728 cells are required for the same resolution with a uniform mesh. Less than 1% of grid points are employed in the present study, as compared to a uniform mesh. Figure 3 shows front views of the simulation results for the low-velocity case. The rim location measured by Bremond and Villermaux (2006) is shown in red. Realistic ray-tracing rendering is used to visualize the flow development. At a refinement level of 7, the simulation fails to provide an accurate result. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the grid size at the interface is larger than the thickness of the thin film (h min = 26 µm). Since only one interface is present in a single cell, the liquid sheet cannot sustain the equilibrium and break in the downstream region. At a refinement level of 8, the simulation is able to resolve the entire liquid sheet. This is contrary to the deduction from the above analysis, which showed that the minimum required refinement is level 9. The reason for this disagreement lies in the fact that the calculated sheet length at the refinement level of 8 is much shorter than the experimental value. With higher grid refinement levels of 9 and 10, the calculated shape of the liquid rim agrees with experimental mea-surements. A small discrepancy between the finest simulation and measurement remains visible, possibly caused by the lack of information about the exact inlet conditions used by Bremond and Villermaux (2006) . Figure 4 shows the interface and mesh at the cross section near the tip of the liquid rim with different grid refinement levels. The result corresponding to level 7 is not shown here, since it cannot resolve the liquid sheet at this location. The smallest number of grid points in the liquid thickness for refinement levels 8, 9, and 10 are 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The above observation indicates that at least one grid in the thickness of the thinnest liquid sheet is required to achieve qualitatively correct results. A quantitatively accurate result requires at least three grid points to resolve the thinnest location. It is worth noting that for the finest resolution, only one quarter of the computational time is needed to obtain the same result if all the aforementioned four AMR criteria are implemented.
High-Speed Jets and Atomization
Experimental measurements by Ryan et al. (1995) are selected for the grid-independence study of impinging jet atomization for this case. This case involves liquid water jets with D = 635 µm and u j = 18.1 m/s. The corresponding Weber and Reynolds numbers are 2860 and 11,748, respectively. Three different grid refinements for the liquid phase and interface are considered. The base level of the simulation domain is set to be 5 to resolve the gas phase. The refinement of the liquid phase is one level lower than that of the interface. The smallest grid sizes for the three cases are about 83, 41, and 21 µm, with 7.68, 15.36, and 30.72 cells in one jet diameter, respectively. Table 2 gives the grid information in more detail. No turbulence modeling is taken into account, so the analysis can focus on the hydrodynamics of the jets without the complications of model uncertainties. The present study acts as an idealized direct numerical simulation (DNS) of jet impingement and consequent flow development. Since droplets with diameters smaller than the minimum grid size cannot be well resolved, they are removed from the computational domain during the simulation to reduce the numerical cost. These small droplets have minimal effect on the flow field. Figure 5 shows the simulation results using different refinement levels. With low resolution (level 7), the liquid sheet formed by the two impinging jets cannot be resolved and shows unphysical results, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Since the small droplets are removed, only a few droplets downstream of the impingement point are present. In addition, the formation of flapping waves is not predicted at all. With the medium resolution (level 8) shown in Fig. 5(b) , large-amplitude hydrodynamic instabilities, known as impact waves, are clearly observed. The liquid sheet quickly breaks into thick ligaments and large droplets. The high-resolution simulation at level 9, however, can resolve detailed flow structures, including small-scale dynamics of ligaments and droplets, as shown in Fig. 5(c) . Figure 6 shows the numerical grids and interfacial dynamics at the center cross section with different grid refinements. The breakup length increases with increasing grid resolution. A higher-level refinement allows for the resolution of the sheet motion over a longer distance. The impact wavelengths predicted by different grid resolutions are all of the order of one jet diameter; this agrees with the experimental observations of Ryan et al. (1995) . The initial wave motion can still be captured, even with the lowest resolution of level 7. As shown in the left image of Fig. 6(b) , the mesh in the near field of the liquid sheet looks much finer than that in Fig. 6(c) . This is because more droplets than liquid ligaments are formed in the near-field region for the lower refinement level. Figure 7 shows the probability density function (PDF) of droplet sizes downstream of the impact waves at x = 21D. The experimental measurement by Ryan et al. (1995) is also shown in the figure. Since the droplets with diameters smaller than three times the minimum grid size are rejected in the statistics, the starting points of the two curves are different and are a function of the minimum cell size. The predicted droplet size distribution agrees well with the measured data at higher resolution. The most probable droplet diameter is 180 µm for the low-resolution case, while the experimental data shows a plateau from 100 to 156 µm. The peak PDF for both the medium-and highresolution cases corresponds to a droplet size of 108 µm. The high resolution leads to a broader size distribution, a situation that shows good agreement with experimental data. The droplet size varies over a large range: 40-400 µm. The smallest thickness of the liquid sheet is about 21 µm. It is obvious that increasing the refinement level further will lead to better agreement with the experimental data. Since the flow physics was captured satisfactorily with the present grid resolution, however, the costly simulation (run time about two months on 48 processors with 3.0 GHz frequency) of the next refinement level was not performed in the current research effort.
FLOW PATTERNS OF IMPINGING JETS
The theoretical and numerical framework outlined in Sec. 2 is used to study the impinging jet dynamics of a glycerin-water solution. The jet diameter is 400 µm, and the impingement angle is fixed at 60 • . Figure 8 shows the various flow patterns observed at different jet velocities varying from 2.2 to 11.2 m/s. The different flow patterns are dependent on the Reynolds and Weber numbers. Movies showing the evolution of the liquid rim, sheet, and atomization can be found in Chen and Yang (2012) . Figure 8(a) shows a well-defined liquid chain structure at u j = 2.2 m/s. Both a liquid sheet and a closed rim form in the first ring. No sheet, however, exists after the second chain link, due to viscous dissipation and the resultant reduction in the inertial energy of the combined liquid streams. The colliding streams from the two sides of the rim coalesce into a single column oscillating under the inertial-capillary interaction. Finally, breakup takes place at the end of the column because of the plateau Rayleigh instability. As the jet velocity increases, a larger liquid sheet is established, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . Since the sheet and rim formed afterward are much smaller, this pattern is usually referred to as a closed rim.
At a higher jet velocity, the liquid sheet becomes unstable, with an oscillating boundary. Figure 8 (c) shows a pattern known as a disintegrating sheet. The thin liquid sheet in the downstream region is prone to small disturbances. Holes are formed and grow progressively, eventually reaching the sheet boundary to open the rim. The ligaments downstream of the opening breakup because of capillary action. The disintegrating sheet is also referred to as an open-rim structure. As the jet velocity further increases to 7.9 m/s, the liquid rim becomes unstable, as shown in Fig. 8(d) . Disturbances originate at the impingement point and grow, while propagating downstream along the liquid rim. Ligaments are then formed and break up into droplets due to the end-pinching mechanism. In the extreme case of u j = 11.2 m/s, shown in Fig. 8(e) , the liquid sheet becomes unstable, with violent flapping, followed by rapid atomization into droplets. 
IMPACT WAVE DYNAMICS AND ATOMIZATION
For a more detailed view, Fig. 9 shows a snapshot of the impact wave under the flow conditions corresponding to Fig. 8(e) . The liquid surface is colored by the z coordinate to show the location with respect to the center plane. The impact waves and ligaments distribute in an interlaced manner on their respective sides of the injected liquid streams. Rupture of the liquid sheet takes place near the rear point, where the thickness is smallest. As indicated by the black arrow, the location of the rupture is between the wave crests and troughs. The discontinuity in the liquid phase created at the rupture point enlarges as the liquid sheet moves downstream. Under the effect of local acceleration introduced by the wave motion, the resultant ligaments are located along the wave crests and troughs and are attached to the flapping liquid sheet. When the openings on the two lateral sides connect, long ligaments are detached from the liquid sheet in the downstream region. The process becomes even more complex as the impact waves interact, resulting in different interference patterns. Figure 10 shows the spatial distribution of the flow field obtained from the finest simulation in Sec. 4 (level 9) and offers direct insight into the atomization process. The liquid jet velocity is 18.5 m/s. The corresponding Weber and Reynolds numbers are 2860 and 11,748, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10(a) , the entire flow evolution can be divided into four regions: jet impingement, flapping sheet, ligaments, and droplets. The impact waves arising from hydrodynamic instabilities generate high-amplitude disturbances and cause the sheet to fragment. The collision of the two liquid jets in region A forms a liquid sheet expanding from the impingement point. The sheet thickness is uneven because of the nonuniform velocity profiles of the incoming streams. In region B, impact waves are generated and propagate radially outward from the impingement point. The liquid sheet is then ruptured by the impact wave and breaks along the waves to form arc-shaped structures in region C. Capillary instabilities further cause the ligaments to break up, as shown in region D. In general, the droplet and ligament sizes decrease radially outward from the core. Figure 11 shows the velocity profiles at different axial locations near the impingement point, where y = 0 corresponds to the centerline of the liquid stream. The flow condition is identical to that shown in Fig. 10 . The inlet velocity profile at location 1 is set to 8/7(1 − x/D) 1/7 u j . Since location 2 is near the impingement point, the velocity is lowest at the center. Further downstream, the velocity at the center increases. The velocity profile shows a parabolic profile at location 4 just before the formation of the impact wave. As observed by Sander and Weigand (2008) , the mean velocity profile has a profound effect on the stability characteristics. A single liquid sheet with a parabolic velocity profile at the entrance exhibits a flapping pattern similar to the one observed in the present case of an impinging-jet-formed sheet.
The impact wave also exists at low-Weber-number conditions but has damped amplitude, as shown in Fig. 8(d) . The wave propagation frequency can be expressed as f = u s /λ, where u s is the characteristic velocity of the liquid sheet and λ the wavelength. The Strouhal number for the impact wave can thus be defined as St = f D/u s = D/λ. Figure 12 shows the dependence of the relationship between the Strouhal and the Weber number with 2α = 60 • . The Strouhal number increases linearly with increasing Weber number. It levels off at a constant value of about 0.835 for We > 1000. The same phenomenon has been observed in studies on perturbed free shear layers (Drubka, 1981; Kibens, 1981; Ho and Hsiao, 1983) . This suggests that the flow mechanism of impact wave is analogous to that of free shear layers. As suggested by the vorticity profiles given in Fig. 11 , the combination of two shear layers with opposite vorticity directions exhibits behaviors resembling those of a single shear layer with a parabolic velocity profile. The interaction between the two shear layers is the primary cause of the wave dynamics after jet impingement.
CONCLUSIONS
A high-fidelity numerical framework has been developed and implemented to study the dynamics of the liquid sheets formed by two impinging jets. The work employs a three- dimensional volume-of-fluid (VOF) method with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) based on Octree meshes. Detailed flow physics is explored and compared with experimental data over a wide range of Reynolds and Weber numbers. The temporal evolution and spatial development of the injected liquid, including the jet impingement, sheet formation and rupture, and atomization into ligaments and droplets, are examined in detail. A variety of sheet and atomization patterns formed under different operation conditions are identified. In particular, the underlying mechanisms dictating the behaviors of impact waves are discussed systematically. A new understanding of the primary atomization of impinging jets has been achieved. The numerical scheme developed here provides a selfconsistent approach for treating complex interfacial flows with multiple scales. 
